
PART 11 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 



Chapter 4 

THE PROBLEM OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

I. Part I has outlined some of the basic economic problems facing the country and has given an outline of 
the Plan.' We now consider ehe problem of development wiQb specid reference to the conditions of economic 
growth and the role of the Plan in pyomoting development. 

ORIGIN AND GENERAL M ' A G m m E  OF TEE PROBLEM 

2. The economic history of the developed countries of West Europe and North America illustrates the 
origin and the general dimensions of the problem of economic development.. Its origin lies in the indusial 
revolution which began towards &e eid of the 18th century and which placed steam and electric power at h 
service of man. Led and aceompanid by s c i e a c  and technological dvances, the industrial revolution has 

, transformed the entire twhnique of production during the last two centuries. It  has enabled man to eqGp him- 
self for a higher standard of living as well as for destruction with deadly weapons. The inausEria1 revolution 
has been a complete and all-embracing revolution%eonomic, techno1ogicalY military, social, political and 
cultural. 

3. The nations b e n e f i ~ g  from the revolution .acquired political and co~nrercial supremacy qver t&e 
countries st i l l  using primitive ztnd ou@nodd Wqugs. This supremacy too frequently led to f d n g  d 
mental and inteU&al subordination among backward nations, contempt for their own achievements and 
values, and lack of coddence in Ehdr creative faculties. It is now widely recognised that these attitudes are 
completely unwarranted, as was so convincingly demonstrated in tke case of Japan, which in less than one 
hundred years changed from a backwtkd, feudal nation to a modern, Mghly productive coqtry. 

4. The problem of under-developed counfziks today is one of achieving in a short space of time and in 
some appreciable rheasure the revolutiofi which the developed countries havb undergone during the lad 200 years. 
~ u t  the problem is evgn more than this. The aim is to achieve these revolutionary changes without bearing the 
often very high social cosEs-exploitation, overcrowdingy misery, slums, etc.-which accompanied economic 
progress' in most cases. 

5. These are formidable goals. They become aU the more formidable when it is remembered that many 
of the developed countries were aided by favomb1e ~kcumstawes. Many of them had very large natural re- 
sources-hnds, minerals, fo re s t s -wk t i~~  to be tapped. Frequently the ratio of population to resourn was 
low, and in such circumstances the growth of populat309, wbich has been very large since the i n d u s ~ d  revolution, 
was a source of economi~ &rength enabling them to exploit their physical resources more e@dvely. Some of 
*m had colonies as sowces of food and raw materials, and as markets for their growing industries. 

6. The major advantage of the under-developed counties at present Is that they are able to benefit from 
the vist accumulated experience in science, and technology, in planning and organisation, and in s k i d  services 
a d  accomplishments. 

7. The problem, though of staggering proportions, is being tackled successfully by many countries. Japan 
has &n mentioned. There is &o the example of Russia, thoughhe methods are not consiant with the 
ideology an<l spiritual values of this country. are the examples of Turkey, Indiay Mexico, and many 
0 t h ~  countdes which are exerting themselves to transform their economies so as to whieve high standards 
of living and to acquire .the position in the world to which they are entitled by virtue of their hidory, popula- 
tion md  resources. Thb tecWque for tackling the problem'$ all cases is om of planning for orderly and sus- 
*eel development. 

8. P l d g  is a part of the proms of life. All public and private activities, whethir large or small, have 
to be planned. It is especialIy necessary thaf the development of a counfry's economy should be planned in 

to set clear and practical targets in the framework provided by social and economic; goals. The smaller 



the resources and the more formidable and complex the problems, the greater the n d  for planning in order to 
achieve maximum results in the short& h e .  

9. The tasks of converting a stagnant economy into a dynamic one, of revolutionising the techniques 
and of providing the equipment for the exploitation of resources to achieve high standards of living need a well 
planned effort) extending over many fheye%r periods. Some idea of the magnitude of the problems facing this 
country can be formed f ~ m  the fact that the doubling of per capita income-which is less than half that of 
some other under-developed countries-even in a qua@m of a century would be dBcu1t. 

10. Pakistan has an underdeveloped economy. This implies that the stmdard of living of the people 
is lower than that of people in many other countries. They have less food and 0;1oehing, poorer medical care, 
less adequate housing and education, less opportunity fof recreation and cultural enjoymentthan people in many 
ather countries. It m e  also that the country has the capacity for development ; that the standard of 
living can be much higher than it & now. The resources that are available, or that can be made available, if 
used piiisely and in accordance with the best of modern knowledge, can yield far greater returns in human welfare 
than they now do. 

9 1. The country does not produce enough food to provide more than a beere subsistence diet for the people, 
nor enough clothing for normal warm& and decency for everyone, nor enough, exportable goods to pay for the 
import of what is not produced at home. The basic central purpose of development is b inofwse the pro- 
duction of goods and services which constitute the national income. 

THH, SIZE OF THE P R Q G W M E  

12. There are many and pressing claims 09 &e national income, aqd unless a satisfactory rate of economic 
growth is achieved it will be impossible b satisfy them. If national income is increstsing, a more eqbitable dis- 
tribution can be accomplished and political instability can be kept to a a m .  In a growing economy the 
resolution of conflicts of interest becomes easier than in a stagnant or declining economy. ' An increase in 
economic productivity is noi an end in itself ; it is only a means. But it is a mama to very &portant ends. 

13. The goal is not only to increase the national income bu% to increase it faster than the population. This 
is a dBcult task. We estimate from avdible dab  that the population is growing at a rate of about 1.4 per 
cent a year. This means that every yeax over olie mUon more people have to be fed and clothed and provided 
with schooling and health facilities. If this rate of increase continued the population would double in about 
fifty years, an8 the national production and income would have to double in Wty years merely to maintain the 
present standard of living. We do not suggest that this rate of 'polmlatisn increase will in fact continue for fifty 
years : this. is just an assumption to illustrate the problem. The rate of population growth may become even 
more rapid as improvements in public health reduce the d- disease. Many countries face the prob- 
lem of population growth, and some of them have deliberately chosen to follow policies designed to limit 
its rate. It will be necessary to observe how far these policies produce significant results and to consider the 
extent to which they can be adapted for use in this country. . 

14. There has lieen a defkte hc ra t e  in the national income since Independence, although this has not 
been significantly more rapid than the corresponding inerase in population. This in itself is not a small achieve- 
ment considering the dislocation caused by Partition, the problems of setling up' a new Central Government 
and one Provincial Govement, the resettlement of millions of refugees, and the scarcity of resources for de- 
yelopment. The Oovernment and the people are determined to accelerate the rate of increase in national income 
sufllciently to provide a clear and noticeable increase in per capita incomes and to achieve better and better 
z~sdts in $be fitwe. . . 
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15. F W y D  the process of eoonomic development requires a set of institutions, attitudes and incentives 

thd wiU assure continuity of growth; High a n n d  rates of savings, a continuous improvement in methods 
of production, a steady provision of managerial, pzrofas3onal and technical skill, and a streamliaed add&- 
trative organisation make economic growth a qwi-aueomatic process. In general, countries where this 
condition is fWlleB have developed a set of attitudes and institutions which place a high value on mnomie 
progress, give the individulal considerable scope to develop and use his full capacities, and achieve a reasonable 
relationship between a man's contribution and his rewkdr. This comEry must aim at the same goals with an 
accelerated pace to make up as much as possible for lost the .  

16. Oiven the existing naturd and human resources the extent and qualities of arable land ; the water, 
forest, &era& and marine resources ; the numbers and skills of the labour force ; the available capital equip- 
ment ; and &bove all the united will of the people-the two principal ways of hmeasing productivity are (a) 
better use of existing resources and (b) expansion of resoaces through savings and capital investment. 

17. To the extent that idle or putidly utilised resourw can be put to work by b e e r  organisation and 
superior t&hniques, a large increase is possible in output pw unit of capital employed. The cajpiOal requirments, 
on the other hand, for b&&g new land into use through irrigation works or for the peation of new industries 
are apt to be large per unit of increased output. Since capital is scare by reason of the Iow rate of savings and 
investment, every effort must be made to employ it in those uses in which its effect on produceion is the greatest. 

1%. Past development programmes have perlzaps tended to give too much attention to large capital-intensive 
schemes designed to,bring new resources into use, frequently many years hence, and too little attention to 
increasing production through better use of existhg resources. Yet the possibilities of increasing production 
by better use of what exists are very real. They are to be found primady 3n the unemployed and under 
employed labour force, in the low productivity of lands capable .of much hi@r yields, and in manufactudng 
sstddidmtents working at less than full capacity for lack of power or raw mategals. 

19. The most cons~c~ious of the under-utilised resources is the large number of workers memployd 
or employed less tnan f a  time. All these people are not idle. by choice but by necessity-they cannot h d  enough 
productive work to keeb them busy ; 3 a small amount of capital a n  be used to employ a large number .of 
people, the returns can be'. very hrge. Thme workers'are almost entirely unddlled and live for the most part 
in m a l  areas. A few may be drawn into organised training programmes of one kind or another, or absorbed 
into industrial employment in the'factories, but this require a heavy outlay of capftal and will not absorb much 
labour now unemployed: For a long time to come, most of these workers wiZl conhue to be largely u n s W  
and to Eve in villages ; the problem is to enable them to work there. 

20. In re-cent years much has been learned about how to bring the energies of these people into play to 
fncrwe welfare. The best solution found so far is to give them jobs .which add to the productive assets of their 
villages. These unskilled workers can, with a small amount of capital equipment and materials, and with akle 
quate guidance, build roads and embankments, construct water supply and drainage syskms, build schools 
and other community buildings, plant trees, and do many other things of substandal value. Many of these ' 
activities are a type of capital formation ; the results in the years ahead may be higher production-~LS for exam- 
ple, where embankments keep flood waters off fertile lands-or higher consumpdon--as where a pure water 
supply reduces disease and increases personal well-being. Iq either cue, idle human ener@ will have been inves- 
ted at little cost to geld substantial addition to %be nation61 inconie. 

21. The possibilitieps of expanding the productivity of the employed labour force with little capital invest- 
ment through adequate health measures are also large. The loss of working h e  and output because of disease 
and ill health is Mgh. Even those at work fereguendy produce less than c o u .  be expected from, able-bodied 
men because of the debilitating effect of chronic disorders. Consequently, an oppbrtunity exists through an 
expanded health programme, particularly a programme of preventive measures, of increasing the productivity 
of fie labour form with a very small expenbitme per unit of hcreased output. 



22. A second gat under-utilised resource is agricultural land. Much of the land yields a fraction of what 
it could produce with more water, better seeds, better grading, more tools and improved techniques. The in- 
weased yield per rupee of properly-directed investment on lands already in cultivation is likely to be much greater 
than the increased yield per rupee of investment required to bring new lands into cultivation. This is not to 
say that large irrigation projects designed to open up new areas are not worthwae ; the country needs new 
arable land and must take all feasible measures to obtain it. But it is necessary to increase the productivity of 
land already under cultivation, and this can be done with relatively small expenditures of scarce capital resources. 
The problem here is largely one of organisation. 

23. .What has been said of land is also true of other natural resources. The off-shore fbheries of the 
Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal can add to export earnings and field sizeable addition$ to the national food 
supply by relatively small 'investments in better boats, bef$er fishing gear, and better marketing facilities. This is 
also mainly a problem of orgadsation. The forests of the Chitt?gong Hills and the.Sunderbans are waiting to 
'be tapped for the wood so badly n d e d  in the country. 

24. A third under-utilised resource e&b in the industrial plant operating at less than full capacity, largely . 
bmause of the inevitible unevenness of our industrid &velopment programme. Some facilities are completed 
before the power and raw material supplies on which they have to depend are Eully available ; some facilities 
are not utilised with full effwtiveness owing to the lack of repair parts ; many pbnts are not operating on an 
eBeient scale for these reasons. The removal of bottlenecks to capacity operation provides opportunities 
for investment which must inevitably yield high returns. 

25. We have emphasised that the effective use of unemployed or partially idle resowqs frequently provide . 
the opportunity for a large increase in national output per unit of investment and that this, in a country acutely 
short of capital, is a highly important consideration. This does not mean that invatment in capital-intensive 
economic activities, where the capital requirement per rupee of value added is high, should be neglected. In 
fact, more than half of the public investment proposed in the Plan is in power and irrigation, railways and la'rge- 
scale industry, which by any test are capital-intensivci activitik. What it d w  msgn is that opportunities for 
Wising under-employed resources should be explored and exploited to the full. '3% factor limiting the use 
of these resources to the full will usually be found not to be capital but administration and orgdsation. The 
country must and will have a developing industry and new lands to cultivate. At the same time it is necessary , 

' 

to exploit tb6 many opportunities of increasing our national income by putting the @xisting resources more 
, eflbctively to work. 

Obstach to wonode development 

26. There are no absolute Wtations on economic development, but there are obstaoles that must Be clearly 
understood in order to be overwm. The major obstaoles lie In shortage of faetors essential to the process of 
development. The count~y has a plenitude of unskilied labour, of land c b b l e  of higher yields, and even of 

' 

tome industrial facilities operating at less than full capacity. In order to put these assets &~ctively to work and to 
create the additional assets needed for a balaneed and growing economy it is necemary to have more resources for 
development, more foreign exchange, a broad disse&ation of technical knowlsdge, a larger supply of trained 
administrators and better ahidst1:ative procedures and tahhiques. The lack of adequate supplies of these j 

essential elements will b i t  tne rate of economic development over the next few years. These shortages r e  
present the obstacles which must be overcome. . 

Shortage of resources 

27. The h t ,  though not necessarily the most serious, obstacle arises from a shortage of development fu~ds  
As the term is here us& development is not the same thing as formation of phydcal capital. In. addition to 
increases in physieal structures and equipment and to improvements in the national resource base which are 
the normal objects of investment, we have treated as development increases in expenditure on research and 
surveys,  odd and extension services, and Village AID. The jmtificatlon for thie is, &st, that it is required . 



by our Terms of Reference and, second, that the development and productivity of country's resources is closely 
dependent on the improvement ahd expansi~n of these activities and services. The expenditure figures represent 
gross investments and make ao allowance for depreciation of the existing capial stock. There are no 

' 

reliable figures on &pita1 depreciation, bu! we know that the major part of the proposed investments in the rail- 
way programme is intended for renewals and replacements, and other capital plant and equipment also depre 
ciates. Our atimates of hvelopment expenditure exclude capital hvestment which does not originate in the 
monetary sector of the economy : additions to capital reedthg from improvements to agricultural land and 
structures, and additions to housing facilities and the like, arising from the application of labour to local ma- 
terials and involving little or no monetary expenditures. At a gum, this type of expendituie amounts to per- 

. haps 300-400 million rupees a year. 

28. The Plan calls for a development expenditure of fhe order of Rs. 10,800 million of which 33s. 7,500 
' million represents investment decisions by Government and Rs. 3,300 d o n  represents investment decisions 
by private individd. Development aceid& of a value of h. 10,800 d o n  represent 10 percent of the esti- 
mated gross national product during the Plan pedod. 

29. Our own gross internal saving, public and private, during the Plan priod might be of the order of 6 to 
7 per cent 6f the expected national income ; we hope that external finances will be available in sufficient amount 
to provide the remaining resources required for the Plan. This ratio of savings to expected income is low com- 
pared with what many economically-developed countries have achieved in the full ffush of their development. 
But it represents a su?Mmtial idcrease over this country's rate of saving l&lwrto : this discrepancy between current 
performance and what should be done is one measure of the ma&&& of the task before the country. To in- 
crease the current rate of savings, it is necessary to devise ways to capme for productive investment a substantial 
share of the increase in national income resultlag from economic development. Allowance has 'been made . 
for this in deciding the size of the Plan : it mesas that the increase in levels of consumption in the Plan period 
wjll be modest. 

30. It is sometimes said that in under-developed countries it is impossible to attain high rates of saving 
and investment baalase of the existence of r " vicious circle of poverty ". People are poor; tbirefore their saving 
are low ; consequentlyD the rate of i;nvestment r m d m  low, and people continue to be'poof. In addition to be9 
.ing bfeatist, such a view is totally mistaken. All economically detrelopgd countries have passed through a stage 
of poverty. This so-called " vicious circle " can be broken through &t many points. Co-operative effort in the 
villages can create developme~t resources without the reduction of current-standards ofliving ; better agricul- 
e'ural techniques can increase yields without massive injections of capital ; improved tax administrationcan 

, yield additional funds for development ; improvement and enlargement of banking and insurance facilities can 
stimulate the %ow of savings ; foreign assistance can markedly %skit the development process. 

31. Increasing the ratio of savings to national income is, however, a slow process : it can be accelerated 
only if a substantial part of the addition to national income resulting from the better use of existing resources 
is captured for development. This does not mean little 'or no improvement in standards of living. But it does 
mean foregoing now, the firll benefits of increased productivity, k~ the interest of later gains. There is substantial 
evidence that most countries that have achieved s continuous process of economic growth have passed through 
a peiiod during which a retarded rise in standards of living was nwsary  to rapid inmeasas in &pita1 formation. 

32.. During the period of the Plan &en and for some years beyond it is clear that shortage of capital will 
k on of the factors W t h g  the rate of econodc growth. If this ~hortage is to be regarded not as a peshnent 
limitation but merely as an obstacle to be overcome, two things are necessary. First, every opportunity must 
be used to increase €he rate of public and private savings ; the measures to accomplish this end judged to be 
practicable during the Plan period are discussed in Chapters 9 and f 0. Second, it is necessaky, in view of the 
current shortage of development resources, to ensure that they are so distributed among various possible g e s  
as to maximise their contribution to the national income. Some of the technical problems involved in assuring 
this distribution are &cussed in the next chapter. 



Shortage of foreign exchange 

33. A second shortage, which in certain areas of development, will be ev& more serious than lack of 
capltal resources generally, is the scarciw of foreign exchange required to pay for imports of equipment and 
materials necessary for development as well as to support current ecohomic activities. The fact of scarcity 
has been manifest in strict import limitations, high tariffs, and exchange controls. Even the severe levels of 
austerity enforced in the import of consumer goods has hitherto barely suBced to provide the minimum foreign 
exchange needed for development. Meanwhie, established enterprises have often found it impossible to main- 
tain the scale of th&ir operations because of shortage of materials or spare parts, obtainable only from abroad. 

34. The causes of this bhortage of foreign exchange are not far to seek. First, unless the nation is willing 
to continue indefinitely as a low-income, overwhelmingly agrarian economy with its people ill-fed and ill-clothed 
it must accelerate its economic development and industrialisation. But partiEion left very few of the facilities . 

required to produce the machines, the plant and the materials required for development and, particularly, for 
industrialisation. These .t-s must be imported Prom abroad along with essential consumer goods, fuels and 
materials necessary to kegp existing plant h operation. 

35. Second, the export of raw materials to earn foreign curreacies, on which so many under-developed 
cou3itries have relied to &%nq their development programmes, presents exceptiond diBmlties in present cir- 
cumstances. The adverse movements in the terms of trade have been a very important factor in the shortage of 
foreign exchange. The country at present depends for nearly four-fifths of its foreign exchange earnings on 
=ports of jute and cotton--commodities which face severe competition in world markets from other sources 
of supply and from substitutes. The earnings from other exports and from services rendered to foreigners 
are individually small, though the proceeds from certain of these exports may be expected to increase. 

36. Third, the flow of fordgn private investment, which in the niseteeath cen&made such a large con' '1 
tribution to the economic developmefit of the United States, Canada and many other countries, has except in 
exploiting commodities such as petroleum and other intepationally traded minerals, greatly diminished. Its 
place has been taken in p& by loans from governments and international institutions and, to a larger extent, in 
recent years, by grants-in-aid for economic development. A decline of foreign governmental loans for grants 
in-aid would be udikkly, in present circumstances, to be offset by a renewed flow of private international leading. 

37. The emergence of foreign exchange ddcits is not an unusual phenomenon ,for a country engaged on 
economic development. A countzy with a static agricultural economy has simple needs for consumer goods, 
which are easily satisfied from its internal resources. Its needs for the import of capital goods are limited, but 
begin to rise steeply under the impact of a social and econoqic policy based on development. 

38. This sombre picture is painted no2 to state a limitation to eoonomic development, but to outline a prob- . ' 

Ism. But it must be emphasised h t  this is one of the most serious problems facing the country and that every 
effort must be made to solve it. The principal courses of action that can lead to a solution are obvious, and 
indeed substantial progress has been made since independence towards a solution. The prices of the pdncipal 
exports must remain competitive in world markets. The range of export goods and services must be widened, 
to reduce the present excessive dependence on jute and cotton. Imports must be replaced by domestic production 
wherever an appreciable economy of foreign exchange could be achieved without involving inordinately . 
high domegic &sts. Foreign investors must be encouraged to wdertake part of the development programme, 
releasing the country's supplies of foreign exchange for other uses. 

39. It must be recognised, however, that the establishment of a level of foreign earnings sufficient to a 

. finance the import requirement of an expanding development programme without severe control of imports 
for other purposes is a slow proeess. The scarcity of foreign exchange will certainly last through the period 
of the Plan and longer, though the improvement will be constant and decisive. During this period the allocation 
of available supplies of foreign currencies to those uses that will make the largest possible contribution to the 
.adlMoneil income andits growth is a matter of prime importance. I t  fnvolves o problem that overlaps with, but 
is distinguishable from, the problem of aUoc@ing dommtic hnc ia l .  resomc,es to their most p rodud~e  uses. 

I 



If there were no import restrictions and the rupee were freely convertible into other currencies, the 'two poblems 
would be identical, and r e soms  would be reasonably distributed among different uses without regard to whether 
these uses required domestic or foreign goods or services. Shce this is not so, an additional element is added 
to  planning calculations, the technical aspects of which are considered in the next Chapter. 

Shortage of technitxi knowledge 

40. Increases in productivity are mainly the result of added amounts of capital and the we of superior ' 
techniques. Friquently it is impossible to adopt superior techaiques without some investment of new resources. 
There are, however, many situations in which it is possible greatly to incrkase output by using improved methods 
of production that req&e very little capital investment. The introduction,' for example, of a superior type of 
seed may, over time, double the yield per acre at vek small cost. 

41. Underdeveloped countries have at least one great advantage over the economically advanced countriee 
when the latter were at a similar stage of development. .There is today a vast store of accumulated technical 
knowledge in the world on.such subjects as : how to grow more and better food per acre ; how to produce bet- 
ter and cheaper clothing, houses, vehicles and a thousand other products ; how to transpod things faster 
and more safely ; how to harness rivers to gain the maximum benefits at the least cost ; how to prevent and 
cure diseases ; how in countless ways to mwt&man needs more effectively and at lower cost. This know- 
'ledge exists : th methods have been discovered and ipvented, tried in practice, and applied on a large scale. 

42. The existence of a large stock of technical knowledge is not, it is true, an unmitigated advantage. These 
techniques have for the most part been developed in technically advanced coirntries where capital is relatively 
plentiful and labour frequently scarce. There are, moreover, many other merences among countries in g d -  
ties and relative quantities of natural resources, and in customs, incentives, and skills, so that techniques applied ' 

1 ' ' elsewhere may 'be completely unsuitable to conations in this country. Pakigtan should borrow ideas when it . 
can, and adapt where it must. At the same t h e  research should be started wherever possible to dpvise technical , 
methods better adapted to the requirements and conditions of the country. 

43. The economic applicability of foreign techniques exhibits a wide range of differences among the various 
investment areas. In the erection of a paper mill at Chandragona there is no reason why !he best process avail- 
able as judged by available standards abroad should not be introduced in thii country. Other methods of 
making paper, better adapted to a relative scarcity of capital and abundance of unskilled labour, are no doubt 
conceivable, but to devise them either through innovation or adaptation is apt to be a very slow and costly 
process. On the other hand, to attempt to apply in Pakistan the same combination of seed, fefiser, tools and 
methods of cultivation as have yielded excgllqnt results in producing wheat in Western Canada would obviously ' 
be unreasonable. There is somethhg to learn from 'the experience of Canda, but Canadian methods are 
unlikely to be applicable in Pakistan conditions ~ t h o u t  substantial modi5cation. It seems probable that most 
areas of investment fall somewhere between the example of paper makkg and the example of raising wheat. 

44. Where techiques of the econornicziiy-advanced couathies can be employed intact in this country, the 
major limitations on development may be thkz shortages of capital msrnms and of foreign exchange. Whew 
i t  is necessary to adapt what can be learntfrom abroad, and .to devise techniques suitable for this counw, pro- 
pess will be checked also by the lack of scientists and engineers, of institutions devoted to research and develop- 
ment, and of the trained personnel required to disseminate the knowledge of new techniques to those who could 

. use them. 

45.' ' To rme$y these deficiencies takes h e ,  money and organisation. An investment in scientific and 
technical trainbg and in applied research will ultimately yield a very large increase in national income per rupee 
invested. Applied research is of very great importance in industry, transport, construction, education, health 
and every other field of developmknt : all of which offa  numerous urgent problems awaiting applied research. 
-What are the most efficipnt and economical uses for Sui gas, and what are the comparative costs and returns 
of u&g the gas ar domestic wal for v d o w  purposes ? HOW can the productiaa of glass and paper oonta&eir~ 



for food stuffs displace the use of imported materials ? What is the most economical way to construct and sur- 
face roads in East Pakistan or in the different regions of Weat Pakistan? What are the best designs, 
materials and methods for people to use in constructing better housing for themselves in the different p& of 
the country 7 What is the best way to provide and maintain pure water supplies in the villages of East and 
West Pakistan 7 What parts of the &untry are best suited to the production of sugar-cane 7 

46. The list could be extended Mefinitply. Clearly a stYeadiZy-enlarged natidnal programme of re- 
search will be needed for many years to solve problems which can already be identified quite apart from those 
which will wise in future years. Much of the necessary restkvch will have to be done by specially organised 
and equipped institut3ons-a~clzetural, industrial and educational research institutes, and many others. But 
research should not be co&ed to hititutions. In @e development of other countries, much has been ac- . 

eomplished by the research &arts of pdvate companies, of teach& and graduate students in universities, of 
government workers, of individd workmen in factories and shops who tinker with methods of 
producing better goods at lower costs. To encourage and support appl2ed rawrch in all fields must be a 
major element in any development programme for this buntry. . 

47. When the best technical knowledge has been acquired and adapt4 to the conditions of the csmtry, ' 

the hardest step is still to come. That is the task of spreading the knowledge to places where h is needed, of 
making it available to the millions of people who should use it in their daily lives ; this has alwayg. been the 
most diIBcult step in every country. 

48. The educational system has a very important role to play in this respect. But the schoob can meet 
. only part of the problem. In agriculture, the most effective deviee found in other counfxies is the extension ser- 

vice-government employees whose duty it is to carry to the farmer the information he needs to improve hi9 
methods and his results. This country has had agricdtural extension services f i r  some years ; they negd vem 
substantial expansion and improvement, however, to enable them to perfom their functions effectively. The 
Village AID Programme in one sense is a specially-designed extension service and tbe most promising agency yet 
discovered for the dissemination of technical knowledge in the fields of agriculture, animal husbandry, health 
and sanitation and others. In industry, the necessary institutional arrangements have not yet been made. In 
health, housing, transport, and in many other fields this problem needs to lie investigated and appropriate insti- 
tutional golutions need to be devised. The problem is of major signiscance to the develbent  programme 
and will require steady, peasistent efforts for its solution. 

Managemet and organfsation 

49. Increasing productivity is the result not merely of expanding the available supplies of capital resources, 
foreign exchange, and technically-trained personnel. These and other resources must be brought together 
into effectively functioning units : this requires organisation and management The supply of managerial 
and orgaulising talent available for economic development in Pakistan is very short. At partition, th&e were 
very few manufacturing enterprises of any size in the country, and there were very few Muslims in the Civil 
Services of uxzdivided India. In general, the M u s h s  had a very small share in administration m d  industry ; 
the people of %st Beng J Sind and Baluchistan had practically none. Despite these diftlculties, it has 
proved possible to organise ancE.sEaff new Central and Provincial G o v ~ e n t s ,  to supply the defldcies meatel 
by ehet exodus of people with special kinds of business experience, and to meate .a rapidly gowing industry. 
Men have come from all over hdia with skill; knowledge and experience and there ha% been considerable up- 
grading in the Civil Sedces, transfer of talent into new lines of activity, and import of technical and managerial 
personnel from abroad. 

50. Nevertheless, as the development programme expands, the country will still face a serious shortage 
of competent managerial and technical personnel. In many important areas this, rather than a shortage of 
capital resources or foreign exchange, will l h i *  the rate of development. Taken as a whole, administrative 
deficiencies, p r o c e d  and attitudes will in our opinion offer the most serious obstacles in the way of 
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accelerated development, Delays in taking decisions, unwillingness to decentralise powers, inability to pre- 
pare propo'sals properly, and lack of suBcient encoumgement to promising men are some of the impediments 
to be faced. Moreover, there are m y  opportudties for @x~anding output and providipg people with necessary 
services that do not require large quantities of capital and foreign exchange. What is needed is initiative, or- : 
ganisation and skiJl in ahhistration. People in the villages, if properly helped and guided, and with a mini- : 
m b  of .capital assistance can 'supply many of their l d  needs themselves-schools, houses, roads, drainage 
and sewerage systems, and better water supplies. In urban areas many families wiIl be able to construct their 
own houses if given some help with sites, materials and direction. Unemployed and under-employed labom 
can be put to work on irrigation projects, afforestation and other publie works, with little drain on s r c e  capital 
and foreign exchange rgsources, if projects are proprly organised and administered 

51. Because the direction of more than tw6thirds of the development programme during the Plan period 
will be in the hands of the Government, an especially heavy burden f laid upon the public :services. It is a 

. burden that neither the Centre nor the Provincial Governments are at present particularly well equipped to bear. 
In addition to facing the shortage, inherited from partition, of experienced civil servants, the Government, in 
promoting economic development throughout the economy, is assuming a series of new tasks lying somewhat 
outside the traditional role of government in this sub-continent. It is inevitable, therefore, that effective 
initiation and management of development enterp~ses will require some reorganisation and strengthening 
of the administrative services. This problem is discussed in the Chapter on Public Administration. 

RATE OF DE~mPmNT 

52. With some variation Betmeen &st a d  West Pakistan there are plentiful supplies of certain resources- 
unemployed and under-employed laboiu, large acreages of potentially productive land, capital facilities not 

/ fully utilised, undeveloped marine, forest and mineral resources, and others-which if effectively put to work 
could greatly increase the national income and standard of living. &st Pakistan is short of land, but can make 
more productive use of what is available. West Pakistan is short of water, but present supplies can be increased 
by storage reservoirs and other means. To put these resources effectively to work and to expand the productive 
equipment as a whole, it is necessary to overcome certain obstacles, in particular the existhg shortages of capitat 
resources, foreign exchange, relevant technical knowledge, and management and administrative skills. It must 
be re-emphasked that these sho-ges represent problems to be solved, similar to those encountered by other 
developing countries. They are problems which the economically advanced countries of the world have, for 
the most part, already solved. Neverth less, because the solution will take t h e ,  existing shortage wal limit 
the rate of growth during the Plan period, and well beyond. How f a &  under these circumstances, can the 
national income be e x p d  to grow ? 

53. Problems of estimation of this sort are sometimes handled, by applying what are known as inof4 
mental capital-output ratios, that is, ratios between net new investment and increases in national income. Tf the . 
incremental capital-output ratio were 3 it would mean that every 3 rupees of investment would yield an increase 
of one rupw in national income. if the incremeatd capitgJ3output ratio in Pakistan turrted out to be 3 to 1, 
the net new investment in the development programme we propose might be expected to produce an increase 
in national income of about 3,000 w o n  rupggs by the end of the Plan period. This would. represent an addi- 
tion of about 15 per cent. to the present national income. We do not know what the incremental capital-output 
ratio in Pakistan is, nor is it useful to attempt to apply ratios calculated from the very Merent experience of other 
countries. The ratios, moreover, tha! have been 'dculatd show a wide range of variation, which is what we 
should, aprhri, be led to expect. In recent years several undeveloped countries, including India, appertr to have 
realised a more favourable ratio than 3, but the experience is yet very Wted. 

54. The application of incremental capital-output ratios to an estimation of the rate of growth of national 
ncome is equivalent to a~sumihg that net investment is the principal determinant of national income, in the 
isense that all othe'r conditiops of economic growth adapt tbmselves in quasi-automado fashion to the rate of 
capital formation. is no! ody far from the truth but carries with it the implication Ohat the ~ a l y  s W ~ U ~  



problem to be solved is the shortage of capital. In fact, in certain very impoGant areas of the development pro- 
gramme, lack of capital is not the limiting factor : there is, for instance, the opportunity of greatly increasing 
the yields on aecultural land without large injections of capital. 

5 A direct estimate, sector by sector, of the additions to national income to be expected from the develop- 
ment programme also yields a figure of about 15 per cent. These estimates can, of come, only be approximate. 
Moreover, the importany point is that the growth of the gational income can be less or greater ehan 15 per cent 
during the Plan period depending on. how vigorously and successfully the nation tacHes the problems of im- 
proving organisation and administration, training the citizens for a more effective role in production, and 
saving and investing more resources in development, taking the many other actions that will con tribute to the - 
process of development. 

56. If, in fad  the national income is increased by something like 15 per cent during $he Plan period, this 
a will represent a very sizeable achievement, give a promise of greater possibilities, a d  provide a good foundation 

for the future. It will imply a rate of increase of national i n c o ~ e  of slightly less than 3 per cent per amum 
and a rate of increase of per capita income of slightly less than 1 4 per cent annually. This compares favourably 
wlth rates of increase in countries fix which reliable statistics are 'available over a period long enough to make 
such calculations useful. The following Table presents rates of growth in total and per capita income in 
four countries for which such information is available for 60 years or more. In only one country, the United 
StatDs, has the rate of growth ger decade averaged more than 30 per cent. and in only one country, Sweden, has 
the rate of growth in per capita income averaged more than 20 per cent. 

Growth of national fnrorno md income per head 61 certa2n couatides 

Percentage rate of growth per decade in 
- 

Number 
initial Terminal of National Popu- pep capita 

Country period period decades income htion income 

United Kingdom ... ... 1860-69 1920-29 6 20.7 9 10-7 

France ... ... 1840-49 192,048 8.5 14.5 1.7 12-6 

Sweden ..- ... - 1861-40 1 9 2 1 4  6.1 29.4 6.5 21-6 . 

United States ... ... 1869-48 1929--480 6 37.7 18 . 16 

(Source : Simon Kuznets : " Populatiojn, Income and Capital " in Economic Progress, Papers and Pro- 
ceedings of a Round Table Conference held by @e International Economic Association, Santa 

. Margherita, Italy, 1953). 

57. Other countries, it is true, have shown higher growth rates than those shown in the above Table. 33118 
for some the period covered by the statistics is too short to establish a trend ; for some the reliabiliwof the 
statistics is subject to serious question ; for others the presence of a totalitarian government, capable of 
dictatorially reducing standards of lidg, has permitted investment of a much higher percentage of national 
income than would be possible in a free society. Professor Kmets,  who is a leading authority on national 
income 'statistics observes : " Our long records of national income are with some exceptions (Italy, Japan) for 
countries at the top of the hoome pyramid. These raZes.of growth in p e ~  capita bcome are found to vary 
fiom about 10 per cent 20 over 20 per cent per decade. These rates are extremely high ; an increase of 10 
per cent. per decade means a rise over a. century to mare Ehan two and one half times the initial value ; an 
byease . . of 20 POT q n t  means a dse over a century to more than six times the initid value " 



(Simon Kuznets : " Towards a fbeory of Economic Growth " from National policy for Economtc Werfare 
a$ Home d abroad Columbia University, Biwn6dal series, 1955). 

58, Against these considerations it is worth remembering that the planned approach to the problem of 
development has a relatively short'history. It is only in recent years that democratic countries have begun to 
guide, control and accelerate the growth of thek economies under carefully prepared plans. India has achieved 
an increase of some 18 per cent in her &st fiveyear plan, and is basing the second five-year plan on a 25 per 
cent increase. We assume that her second Plan targets derive their validity from the experience gained in the 
first. The experience of some Latin Amerisan countries p o w  to an incremental capital out-put ratio of 2 : 1. 
There is every reason to expect that results in this country will be better than those of countries which' under 
largely uncontrolled atomistic entaprise followed ~t-afldmiss methods without any conscious national targets 
in view. Frequently they had to retract in order to overcome the effects of failures, under-production, or ove-r- 
production in particular sectors. Experience alone will show what rate of growth Pakistan will be able to 
attain. If in addition to a plan in which targets are clwly specified and the ~ecessary resources foreseen, pre- 
paations can also be made for institutions, policies, and incentives capable of ensuring a continuously high 
rate of capital formation, and for developing organisations and technical and managerial skills capable of 
puffing basic resources to effective use, the rates of economic development can be greatly accelerated. 

59. If the nationd income rises by 15 per cent during the Plan period and continues to rise at that rate 
thereafter, it will double in about 19 years. On the same agsumption, and also assuming the present rate of 
population growth, the per capita income will double in approximately 30 years. If the Plan is appZied vigo- 
rously with a united will and purpose and measures iue taken to create favourable conditions, there are 
good reasons to expect that the increase in the national income, will be greater than the countri& with un- 
planned approach to economic development. What will then happento per capita income depends on the rate 
of population growth. But the outcome: is IargeLy within the country's own control. How fast Pakistan deve- 
lops hinges on the zeal and intelligence applied in planning and exebting the programmes, and the spirit of 
the people in striving for greater prosperity and welfare. 




